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At the time of the ‘quake...

Sunday, October 15, 2006 at 7:07:48 AM

Telescope asleep after nights (remote) observing.

Daycrew went up within a couple of hours.
Found no power on mountain.
Performed inspection of building and all systems.
Damage was found - but it could have been a lot 
worse...
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Dome shutters has shaken open and skewed about 6 
inches.

Dome shutter bearings were damaged and needed replacing.

Dome rotation encoder damaged, again needed replacing.

Water pipe in ceiling broke, lots of water damage to 
ceiling tiles, walls, but no damage to electronics.

Old water heater moved 6 in and broke water pipe.

Found crack in one horizontal concrete beam supporting 
2nd floor.   Seemed significant...

Damage Report
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Due to the concrete beam crack, we approached the 
University Facilities Office.

Arranged for an inspection by a structural engineer - Jon Namgung 
of Mitsunaga & Associates, Honolulu.

Preliminary inspection took place on October 25.

Report from November 27 indicated that crack was probably old 
and possibly widened by ‘quake.

Recommended crack monitoring device be installed and if seen to 
widen then more thorough inspection should be performed.

Second inspection took place December 27.

More inspection with Jong Namgung, still awaiting report...

Inspections...
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Inspections 2...

At this time, State Civil Defense, FEMA, and AIG 
contacted me about their own inspections.

Arranged for a combined inspection with reps from all three 
agencies.

Combined inspection took place on January 16.

AIG/FEMA recommended epoxy injection for crack repair.

Final report has not appeared as yet...

FEMA worksheet costed repairs (incl. labor) at ~$10K.
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Good things/Bad things...
Good:

Daycrew response, cleanup, and repair.

Back on-sky after 3 days.

Pointing wasn’t significantly effected.

Optical imager (on during ‘quake and for two weeks after) still LN2 
cooled, easy to keep cold.

Bad:

Electricity supply - took a while get get to checkout computers, 
instruments, telescope, etc.

Locating spare parts for old telescope - most OK.

Complex interaction for damage/repair estimates - IfA, University 
Facilities, AIG, State Civil Defense, FEMA.
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What we learned...
Need improved backup power for checkouts in case of long outage.

Telescope & building are old - but generally sturdy.

Need to survey and re-assess spare part list.

Need to clear out old and unused equipment (space).

Need to keep users informed.

As well as Observatory specific plan, should we have a unified, 
mountain-wide response plan for significant disasters?

Should we have an Observatory-wide spares lists?

Communications issues, what is all phones/internet down for days?
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On Oct 15, 2006, at 11:27 PM, Tigran Khanzadyan wrote:

Hi Friends,
I was watching the news this morning ...
Are you OK?  Hope everything is normal out there.
Cheers,
Tigran
-----------------------------------------
Oct, 17 2006, 01:49 Colin Aspin wrote:

I'm fine, we were shaken around a bit by the first quake and swayed a
little in the second but no damage.   The UH telescope is a little banged
up but will be ok after some judicious application of duct-tape.

Thanks for your concern!
colin
-----------------------------------------
From: !  tigmov@web.am
Subject: ! Re: earthquake
Date: ! October 16, 2006 10:17:26 PM HST
To: !   caa@ifa.hawaii.edu

Barev Colin,
Nice to hear that everithing is OK with you and our friends in Hawaii.
Don't worry Armenia with you :)
Cheers
Tigran
-----------------------------------------
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